
Marks Tey Parish Council  

Full Council – 11
th

 February 2019  

Agenda Item - Paperless Statements – 2019/035 

 

The Finance Committee was tabled to review the Council banking Facilities. A large review of these 

Facilities is needed as presently we have no way to view payments coming in until days sometimes 

weeks after the fact, the council has no way to pay for items other than on account with a vendor 

(which limits our access to competitive prices) or by cheque which is being phased out. We have no 

way to take card payments which limits private hires or on-site purchases which whilst currently not 

an essential issue with the need to promote the hall and the council wanting to take on more 

activities like the library and community events is an area that could be problematic.  

The largest issue currently is not being able to view the accounts in real time and an interim solution 

to this major issue has presented its self. 

 

The banking set up has been incredibly ridged and paper based, this is in part due to prior booking 

systems supporting a slower and paper orientated work steam, and the historic issue of abuse of 

power from a prior employee which resulted in theft from the council accounts. 

 

At present we have NO online banking at all meaning we cannot view or transact any items on our 

bank account. We have to wait for paper statements to arrive in the post which are typically 1-2 

weeks out of date. 

This causes issues with chasing overdue accounts on regular hirers as they are able to claim to have 

paid by bank transfer and we have no way to confirm until the paper statement arrives. Its also an 

issue with single hirer accounts. As many chase confirmations that the monies have been received. 

Under the current system its possible they can send in a cheque on a the 1
st

 of the month and not 

know that their booking has been paid for until 14
th

 or even 21
st

 of the month depending on when 

the bank run and post arrives. 

 We have had an instance where the clerk has been contacted privately late at night in order to gain 

confirmation that we are in receipt of payment for bookings. 

 

Both issues are obviously not ideal and need to be resolved as soon as possible. 

 

 

Our current banking provider (natwest) can provide online statement and account viewing free of 

charge. This would allow the clerk to view the account (as she currently does via paper form) only no 

transactions or movement of monies are possible it simply allows the clerk and any nominated 

person access to view the council accounts in real time. 

 

Whilst a further review of our entire banking set up is required, I would like to suggest that we  

 

 immediately turn on the facility on our current account to view statements online  

 nominate the clerk and additional councillors to have view access 

 Agree to review in Aprils full council prospective options on changing our banking facilities  

 

Su Moakes-Cooke 

11
th

 February 2019 


